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Philos - - Thalos In Fun Fest Competition
Philos Plan Hay
Ride in Best
Rustic Style

Masquerade
Invites Thalos to
Workings of His Department in Interview Secluded Spot

"Squire Irwin Farley Vincent" Describes Inside

had about three or four letters to feel that I'm doing something
GOOD TIME PROMISED
all year. It's a pity Marge Wil for some one. It's about the only
IN ERIE ATMOSPHERE
"First class is all up!" That's liamson or Marion Kimbel can't way I can help much." He for
Be prepared all you Philos! In his war cry — the call of T. U.'s give him some of their surplus gets his other positions as senior
Thalos, old and new, tonight's
a very short time now, in fact, own William Erwin "Jim Far mail — I mean letters!
class chaplain and Thalo treas the big event! Yes, I can tell
at seven o'clock this evening, the ley" Vincent.
by the whispered conversations
"Most of the kids write home urer.
wagons will be waiting to take
His eyes brightened a bit as about costumes and masks that
Morning, noon, and night on Sunday — home or to their
you on the annual Philo hay Vince is always on the job; near other gals. There's a lot of mail he swung his leg down and he you know what night it is. It's
ride. There's a real evening in ly four hours daily he spends going out on Monday morning. leaned forward confidentially. one of the very big times of the
store for you.
behind the bars. One would Tuesday is the day that most of "I'd like to do some sleuthing school year, the Thalo masquer
I'll try to give you a preview think he'd be an easy person to it comes in. Saturday, of course, some time. Who do you sup ade.
of the whole evening's enter contact, bul just try it! He's as I don't have to work so hard
pose sends Thetis Deeiner and
You'll understand that I'm
tainment. First, we'll all pile busy as his former boss, Jim. He's very few letters."
Mary Wakefield a box of candy not an insider when it comes
on the several wagons, make as good at shaking hands, and re
He rested his head on the back every week? I'd like to know to all the details, but from hints
ourselves comfortable (?), and membering names, too; he knows of his chair and his pale blue how they rate. Oh, Oh. Four- gathered here and there, I know
he on our way. After a short everyone on the campus and he eyes were rather sober as he re- thirty — I'll be seeing you! that everyone is going to have a
time, we'll arrive at our destina can always tell you if you re llected a bit. "I don't mean to And he slung his leather bag real "spooky" time — to say the
tion. Do you know where? Well, ceived a letter — and whether complain, but you know when over his shoulders and was in least.
your guess is as good as mine. it's from "her" or from the folks, j I'm yelled and hollered at while the hall before I could protest.
By the way, did you know that
Here we will he entertained by He's gifted that way.
j I'm putting up the mail, my A few minutes later he was hur the party is to be in a different
some of the finest talent from
Cornered in his room, he eased j nerves sure take a lot of wear rying to the business office, place this year? Well, it is, and
our campus. There will be solos himself into his overstuffed chair and tear! It's rather bad, too, though he was managing to keep you should see it. It's harmless
by Mickey Burden; instrumental and dangled one foot over the j when somebody wants a package up a lively conversation with looking in the day time, quite
numbers by some of the fellows arm. "I'd like to see Homer Lee's I right away; I don't mind so several girls.
respectable even. Just wait,
who enjoy making music (?) in girl, she must be swell. Homer much, but that means that every-j That's the way Vince is — al though, until you catch a glimpse
a different manner; and there gets at least one letter a day from one's letters will be up later. It ways interested in everybody and of it — especially the inside of
will be a couple of numbers by a her; he gets more mail than any takes a lot of patience — plenty willing to lend a hand wherever this dark, dark place. Why, it's
Philo fellows' trio composed of other fellow in school because of responsibility, too.
possible, always friendly and full enough to even make "Squire's"
Red, Givi, and Cummings. This of her. John Craig was almost
"Some of the kids think they of fun, and yet serious when hair stand on end.
will be followed by one of the up to him before 'D. C.' decided put me out terrible when they necessary. He's sure a good fel
Now here's an inside tip •—
most important parts of the eve to try her luck." He laughed and want me to get them a package low. Hope he brings me a letter don't ever tell anyone I told you
ning — the eats. You ought to scratched his hairs good-humor- or something like that during I tonight — or at least a card. — but you're in store for an
see the menu for the evening! edly as he rambled on. "Poor the day. I wish they wouldn't Dog-gone, I forgot to find out honest - to - goodness initiation.
You will be more than satisfied
Gussie gets the least — he's a feel that way. That's my way • about those cards. Do you sup Yes, that means old Thalos as
at what the girls will have pre long way from home. He's only of helping the kids and I like pose he really reads them all? I well as new. All I can say is,
pared for you.
"Screw up your courage, tie up
Then for the ride home! This
that "artistic" costume of yours
will climax the evening's fun. T. U. Chorus in Mass
STAFF NOTICE
History Bulletin
a little tighter, and then plunge
Weather permitting, the set-up
in. What does it matter? You've
A VERY IMPORTANT MEET
will be perfect and everyone will Presentation of
Gives Recognition
always wanted to see a ghost,
ING
OF
THE
ECHO
STAFF
be sorry to see the evening come
haven't you?
WILL BE HELD MONDAY
to a close. After all, shouldn't The "Messiah"
To T. U. Museum
We forgot to mention cos
NIGHT,
NOVEMBER
4TH,
IN
your reporter know? Hasn't he
tumes, didn't we? Say, some
ROOM
2
SICKLER
HALL.
been on the Philo hay ride be
The Museum of Taylor Uni of them are going to be plenty
Taylor University's mixed cho-1 ALL STAFF MEMBERS ARE
fore?
versity has received public ac cute! Don't forget to watch and
rus under the direction of Pro-1 URGED TO ATTEND.
claim in the Indiana History see how some of the "couples"
fessor Kreiner has accepted the j
Bulletin, Volume 17, October dress up. Also, some of the older
Frosh Member of
invitation to participate in an
1940.
"Taylor University, Upland,
(Continued on Page 3)
unique presentation of the "Mes
Council Appointed
Grant County, boasts one of the
siah" at Manchester College,
most complete college museums
Dr. Brown Presents
Lois Oxley has been appointed Sunday December 15. The "Mes
in the state. It is connected with
siah"
will
be
presented
by
a
the freshman representative to
Books
To Library
the biology department and in
the student council to serve the mass choir consisting of com
cludes the bones of a large Mas
coming year. Miss Oxley is from bined choruses from Manchester,
The library is greatly indebted
todon found west of Upland in
Farmland, Indiana, and she was Goshen, Taylor, and a group of
The annual fall revival which 1928, a giant specimen of an to Dr. Brown, head of the Bi
chosen because all knew she singers from the Luther Choral is always eagerly anticipated has Indian elephant given to the ology department, for the many
could represent her class well. Society of Fort Wayne. The en now become history. Many were university by the Hagenbeck- fine books he has given to the
Qualifications used in considera tire choir will sing under the di the prayers that accompanied Wallace Circus, a South Amer library. Last spring and sum
tion for the appointment were rection of Professor Daniel Boyer the commencement of the serv- ican llama, an African lion, a mer he gave about eighty-five
(
personality, Christian attitude, of Manchester, and will consist ices.
large American eagle;
also books, many of which were rewise judgment, and ability to of over 300 voices.
Dr. Turbeville, taking his text weapons, idols, and other arti 1 cent books in the biological
The T. U. chorus has, accord- f m
.. n o c
- . .
represent the class intelligently.
! science. Those not so re
.
. ,
trom Matt. 9:36-37,
very
TJ clearly
J cles of handicraft from Africa
sixty
,
, . ,. „ '
Other members for the coming ,inan to Mr. Kreiner,
J mem.
.
, I showed in his first message the given the university by an alum cent are standard books in
and this year is composed
year are Robert Litten, senior; bers,
their field.
.
i <•
i compassion Christ has for us. nus, a missionary to Africa."
r
r
Esther Prosser, junior, and Rob of voices of extremely line qual- j R 1 i d ,, t}n e
solicitude
(Continued
on
Page
3)
supreme
soiicitucte
ert Behnken, sophomore.
of the heart of the Master was toward folks," and added "no New Musical Group Organized; Singing
man or woman can rise higher
Mrs. Oborn Entertains Faculty Dames;
Waitresses Will Entertain Regularly
than the thing which is his or
her supreme concern."
Program of Interesting Reminiscences From the very first
A new musical group made its, The other girls Misses Roseberry,
the
appearance
at Taylor last Sun-^ Wakefield, Leffler, Hunt and
Invitations in the form of min- 1 the front porch of one of our messages were delivered in day afternoon in the dining hall. Carpenter have good supporting
a
very
dynamic
way.
There
is
iature diplomas informed the; professor's homes and ate his
The waitresses had formed a voices. Here was a chance to form
Faculty Dames that they had Sunday sack lunch with the pro- no doubt that each message was double quintette, and they sang an outstanding singing group.
preceded
by
much
prayer
on
the
been voted by the committee to lessor's young lady boarders,
for their first number, "God Un-j The idea once born was quickly
be eligible for a tea to be given
The fact that Taylor had al- part of the evangelist and stu derstands". No official name has ! put into operation.
dents.
There
were
many
with
Saturday, October twenty-sixth, ways maintained high spiritual
been given this group, but it | Last Sunday they made their
at the home of Mrs. Oborn.
standards was stressed. Once burdens for souls that spent seems that the slogan "Horn and first public appearance, and to
much
time
in
prayer.
Groups
As the guests
assembled, soft j P l a n s t o m o f T a ^ r t o M. ancie gathered in rooms and pleaded the Singing Horn-ets" will be say the least they were enthus
b
, ,/R
T I T .,
under very favorable conditions
the name by which they will be iastically received. The song
music was played by Mrs. Wit-!
u
i
i u
e *.u~
rr. u
i
- A were abandoned because ot the with God for a mighty outpour
mer. 1 he decorations carried e
, ,
. , A ing of His Holy Spirit upon the known.
"God Understands" was beauti
«
rri l
,
..i
• fear that Taylor s standards
out the Taylor
colors with man. u. ,
\
,
How
came
this
organization?
fully arranged by Head-Waitress
J
services, and for the salvation of
i,
,
,
. •
* „ might become lowered,
gold and purple petunia bou-1 TV
, i r .,
.
,
. , souls.
It was just one of those things. Horn, who also was criticizer, and
.
j?
-ii iL
i
Mrs. Witmer 1played
an old
quets. Especially beautiful was i _ ,
,
.J
,
In compliance with Dr. Turbe- Girls are known to love to sing the originator of the idea that the
- K,
ui
ml • l.
Taylor march as a piano solo,
the serving table w.th its floral
*
refreshments carried ville's request of Saturday eve at all times, and for years the girl waitresses could sing together.
center piece.
waitresses would sing as they Miss Hyde sang the solo part, and
I out the purple and gold color ning that all Christians spend
one-half hour in prayer before worked in the dining hall. There Miss Shadley did the directing.
The theme of the program was scheme.
was not much group singing.
After the first song everyone
a reminiscence of the early days
On the committee for the tea the service on Sunday, groups
of Taylor. Many amusing inci were Mrs. Evans, Mrs. Musgrave, gathered here and there over the Once in a while a few of them was anxious to hear them again.
campus, while many went to would form a quartette, but usu The students will. They will
dents were told by Mrs. Shilling, and Mrs. Oborn.
their "secret place" to comply ally they would just hum or sing sing each Sunday, and they are
Mrs. Dennis, and Miss Sadie
with that request. Prayers were as they bustled from table to booked to be the guest artists at
Miller. The old board walks
MRS. KINCHELOE HONORED
definitely answered in that won table getting them in order for the next meeting of the Minist
which teetered and tipped, often
Mrs. Kincheloe has had her derful chapel service on Monday the hungry gang that soon would erial Association. Also, Mr. Cum
threw students as they made
mings is arranging that the girls'
their promenades to and from poem "Ode to An Evening Cloud" morning, when at least seventy- ' invade the grill.
This year more than ever the singing will be recorded and
Upland. There was once grave accepted by the Beacon Publica five young people came forward
concern one Sunday, on the part tions, and the selection will ap to meet God. Throughout the waitresses were good singers. | broadcast from different parts of
of the administration, when one pear in the book "Christmas Ly week many others sought God at Several of the girls, Misses Hyde,' our country.
This new group is to be conWeed, Matthews, Horn and Shadof our much-respected presidents rics of 1940" which will be re the altar of prayer.
J ley have outstanding solo voices. ' gratulated.
(Continued on Page 3)
with another young man, met on leased soon.
MOON, MUSIC, MENU
OFFERED ON PROGRAM

By Lyle Russell
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Spiritual Victory
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ment of the waitresses. However, one varsity play
er seems to have the idea when he said, "If they do
not behave we will kick them out." That would
he a good idea.
Also, the fellows should remember that they
are in training, and for that reason they can not)
go down to the store and eat what they please. If
they do, a training table would be a waste of much
honest effort.
The students, coach, athletes believe a train
ing table is our next step forward in making our
athletes more efficient.

The college restaurant has come in for a lot
of criticism lately! Maybe, the student council
should inquire into the matter and find out the
G. Verner Miller
reason. There is a real problem here that needs
Sports Editor
to be met. Pronto!!
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DON'T LET UP
The revival services have come to a close. Dr.
Turbeville has gone back to his home. We must
now watch out that we do not take a "let down
attitude".
Too many times one does not realize that
he is letting down, and ere long the new found
blessing has departed. Remember, there is, in a
sense, more responsibility on your shoulders now
than there was the last two weeks. During the
last fortnight we have been kept on a very high
plane by the preaching, by seeing our friends
saved, and by being blessed ourselves. We can not
live forever feeding on the blessing of the meetings.
Yet, we must keep up the revival spirit. Let us
have the same sacred spirit on our hearts a month
hence.
It will mean much prayer, much living, much
reading of the word, much intercession. There will
not he as many mountain top experiences. How
ever, we should remember that although we are
not being thrilled as much as we were las'J
week we are putting into action what we have
learned. Now comes the process of growing. Let
us grow by walking CONTINUALLY in all the
light that our blessed Christ has given us. If so,
the revival fires will not cool oil', and souls will be
saved all this year.

A HUNGRY NEED
Since the introduction of intercollegiate ath
letics at Taylor, there has been a growing plea for
a training table. One can easily see that those
opposing and those proposing the new plan have
their strong points. It seems quite evident, though,
that the sum total of all points tip the scale in favor
of a training table.
The old argument that every other college
has one does not have much weight. There are
far more important conditions here at school
showing that a project like the one proposed is
needed for the convenience of both the athletes
and the other students.
The boys leave practice a few short minutes
before dinner, take a hurried shower, jump into
their clothes, and then they tear down into the din
ing hall. The boys are neither comfortable nor
sociable. The people around them are lively and
carefree. They are comfortably dressed, not wor
ried about uncomfortable sticky clothing, and they
enjoy their meal because for quite a few minutes
Ihey have been looking forward to it. The fellows
though, are not yet hungry. It is a known fact that
when one has just finished a hard practice of any
sort that it takes a few minutes for the blood to
slow down, and while this process is going on a
person just does not feel like eating. Instead, he
feels more like sleeping. Thus, right now, the fel
low's are not eating, and the training table would
he a good idea if it were only to let the fellows
come in a few minutes late, and, thus, enjoy their
meal.
Each waitress has agreed to work late once
in a while, or, better still, the manager of the team
could act as the cleaner upper after the fellows
have eaten.
Besides this, the most important function of
a training table has not been mentioned. It is
known that the boys should have less starch than
the other students. Thus, the fellows could here
get the diet that would help them most.
If a training table were introduced, each hoy
would have the responsibility of behaving as a
young gentlemen both in his eating and his treat-
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VERSE VARIETIES
It's hard to keep smiling when troubles are piling
Their weight on your neck till it's sprained;
It's hard to keep grinning when others are winning
The prizes for which you have strained.
It's hard to be cheery on days wet and dreary,
When everything near you looks drowned;
It's hard to be sunny when all of your money
Is sunk in a hole in the ground.
But how will it aid you, when woe has waylaid you.
To rumble and grumble and swear'?
There's nothing that's healing in kicking the ceiling,
Or hitting the rungs from your chair.
It's hard to look pleasant when anguish is present,
And yet it is strictly worth while;
Not all of your scowling and fussing and growling
Can show off your grit like a smile.
—Alco News

ALUMNI SNACKS
There have been some addi
tions to the families of our T. U.
grads. A son was born on Oct. 5
to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jerome.
Mrs. Jerome was Dorothy Smith
class of '38.
A daughter Janet May, was
born in October to Mrs. Charles
Winn. Mrs. Winn is the former
Miss Virginia Cattell of the class
of '41.
A daughter Eunice Arline, was
born on Oct. 12th to Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Jones, Mrs. Jones
nee Katherine Chappll the class
of '38 and Mr. Jones of the class
of '39.
A daughter was born to Mr.

NO
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*

*

*

*

Of course, girls, love can work wonders, but we still
wouldn't trust it to change a night-owl to a homing
pigeon.
*

*

*

*

As on the ether waves
I trod the embattled Fields
Of peace loving France,
Walking among peasants
Herding their sheep and milking cows
On the front line of the Battle of the
Ages,
I saw old cronies
Gossiping atop a powder keg
In the shadow of
A munitions factory
And French children gesturing and
chattering
In the hollow of a nearby shellhole.

*

*

bricks — scattered bricks.
. . . several feet away
Another gapping shell hole
Not close
But undermining the little shack
On the crumpled corner.
Stirring the bricks there I found a stone
Marked with the year
"1870"
When France and Prussia
Had started the trade of provinces
Again
To the rhythm of
Kettle drum marching feet
and bass drum booming cannon
And the undertones of
Men dying.
. . . held down by the cornerstone
A sheet of stained paper
Tap-tap-tap-tap-tapping on the stone
As the gentle dry wind
Searched through the little pile.

As I came round the trees
And reached up the little hill
Into the school yard
I could hear my own
The paper said
Measured treading
Sept. 13, 1939
Jeanne Durmane
Squ-umph
squ-umph
History
Squ-umph
squ-umph
1. The First Battle of the Marne,
in the dust.
Sept. 1914.
And
2. The Second Battle of the Marne,
I could even hear
July 1918.
The sparrows in their recitation on the
walls
3.
For the teacher of boys and girls
Was telling his story on a powder keg Holding the little paper
In the shadow of a munitions factory In my hand
I go back
And the French children gestured and Around the corner
chattered
To the low white door
In the hollow of a nearby shell hole.
In the standing wall

The "math" instructor was trying to drive some
truths home. "Figures can't lie," he declared. "For in
stance, if one man can build a house in twelve days,
twelve men can build it in one." A puzzled student in
terrupted: "Then 288 will build it in one hour, 17,280
in one minute, and 1,036,809 in one second. I don't be I was alone on the hill with the sparrows
and the
lieve that they could even lay one brick in that time.
"School."
* • * *
. . . a little brick building
With two square straight standing walls
Algy saw the bear,
And on the ground on two sides —
The Bear saw Algy,
The bear was bulgy
The bulge was Algy.
*

TODAY

BY THE MANAGING EDITOR

I took to the dust path
That pointed toward a hill
beyond a clump of leafless trees
To where the sign by the road
said
"School."
My love for you is beyond description,
Especially since they passed conscription.
I know at married life I've laughed,
But that, my Sweet, was before the draft.
So tell me, Dear, that I'm your man,
But do it before the first of Jan.
—Ball State News

and Mrs. Robert Yunker, T. U.
alumni. The new one's name is
Nancy Lee. Mr. Yunker gradu
ated from Garrett last June.
The new addition to the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Loren York
was a boy. Mrs. York was the
former Grace Benedict.
A daughter was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Lyle Case class of '35.
'Course we all know that our
registrar is now a grandpa and
he is certainly proud of it. Our
former coach became a daddy
on the 13th of October. The
name is Jerry Arthur. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Howard are Taylor
alumni.

A smeary weatherbeaten sign
Hangs crookedly from the latch
It says
"No School Today."

•

"A hero is no braver than an ordinary man," declares
Emerson, "but he is braver five minutes longer."
*

*

*

*

Have you see the latest statistics from the accident
bureau? Death by gas is rapidly moving into the fore
ground. Anyway it says, "4,C76 people died last year of
A wise man was one day temperament is plastic, 1
gas. 29 inhaled it, 47 put a light to it, 4,000 stepped on
it."
asked what he considered to be sidedness can be prevented.

•

*

*

*

Her have went,
Her have gone,
Her have left I all alone.
I no canna go to she.
Her no canna come to me.
Oh cruel world
To treat I so.
*

*

*

*

Life is like a cafeteria; whether we have the stomach
ache or good digestion, depends on what we select as
we pass along.
*

*

*

*

SILOGISM
What is a double petunia?
Well, a double petunia is a flower like a begonia;
A begonia is a meat like sausage;
A sausage and battery is a crime;
Monkeys crime trees;
Trees a crowd;
A rooster crowd in the morning and made a noise;
A noise is on your face like your eyes;
The eyes is the opposite of nays;
A horse nays and has a colt;
You go to bed with a colt and wake up in the morn
ing with double petunia.
—Houghton Star
*

*

*

•

"This is the final test of a gentleman," declares Wil
liam Lyon Phelps, "his respect for those who can be of
no possible service to him."

Men are like cellophane — perfectly transparent
and hard to remove once you get wrapped up in them.
—Oak Leaves

the greatest invention. After
Many college students becc
careful consideration, he made lop-sided on study; yea it's ti
the reply that in his estimation no matter what famous e
the wheel was the greatest in cators may say. Cast about
vention.
out campus and you'll find sc
"For," said he, "without the eccentrics. Let me put a qi
wheel, modern civilization would tion to you — let your comn
be impossible. Culturally speak sense answer it. If a per
ing the human race would be skips meals, stays up late, po
centuries behind progress as we over books in a stuffy room :
now see it."
undermines his health to get
A simple illustration of the studies, what good will
worth of the wheel may be seen , knowledge do if handicapped
in the everyday life. 'Tis pleas a frail body?
ant indeed to drive comfortably
In other fields a student n
on a smooth highway, but un become distorted also. If a
wittingly just run over a horse low wastes his time, spends
shoe nail — ps-s-s-s-spunck-a doing what he pleases, and r
punck-a, bump, bump. . . .
lects scholastic duties, he will
"Oh, eternal bliss — a flat a shallow disappointment w]
tire!"
life demands some logic. I h
One of the wheels has ceased tate to speak about becom
to become a circle; it is now lop stereotyped in the province
sided. Imagine the necessity of religion lest someone misin
riding on flats all the time.
pret what is said; nevertheF
Our society today is said by a person may become so stin
some to be out of balance. I and intolerant in his faith as
wonder if we're riding on some be a blight to God and man.
flat tires? Many people are lop rash statement you say? F
sided and warped in their per haps, but what is worse thai
sonalities; instead of being an dogmatic, stiff-necked, brit
asset, they are a liability, not only narrow, yes even hypocriti
to others, but to themselves. proselyte of an exaggerated
Very little renovation can be ef man twist of mind? Especi;
fected where a person is of mid when it is pawned off as Ch
dle age, but where the mind and tianity!
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C O L U M N
The old mail box held a couple
of letters this week. It's nice to
ha\e something in there keeping
company with the finger-printv
dust on the bottom.
Before I go to those letters,
though, I ve got to publicize a
peeve for Sports Editor Miller.
\\ ee had to pay 20 cents for a
quart of chocolate milk at the
college store. He thinks this is
worth-while as a test case. I
don't.
I alking about peeves, we hear
that Dr. Huffman has one. He
says that it is not nice to have
peeves at all. Well, we gather
from that long half-hour discus
sion on the merits of the ECHO
that maybe the college paper is
his pet one. Huh?
One of the letters was a long
missive from some of the Campbell-Magee-ites. It's addressed to
"The T. U. Fellows." The manu
script was rather lengthy, so I'll
just censor some of the hitter
phrases and list the main griev
ances.
1. "You boys call us ladies,
expect us to act like ladies, and
then don't treat us like ladies."
Guess the boys can't fool even
themselves with that pleasant
bit of fiction — corny comment.
2. "Have you ever thought of
the way a girl's pride is hurt
when she is asked for a date
on the day of — and sometimes
only 15 or 20 minutes before —
the event? Ask for a date earlier
and in an outright manner and
she won't feel like something on
a top shelf in an unclaimed
freight warehouse."
3. Do you guys think it's gen
tlemanly to date one girl quite
regularly and then with no ad
vance notice of intention, date
someone else? It's OK for the
boy to ask someone else, but no
one asks the girl because every
one thinks you've got her dated
steady. It isn't fair to the girl."
4. . . . Just one more thing
this time . . . Why don't some
of you boys at least say, hello, to
last night's date on the morning
after? We admit we might not
look the same way that we did
under the stars last night, but
we think you can still recognize
us."
Well, boys, you got told, I
betcha. I suppose you have some
come-back, but the girls have
some justification for weeping
and wailing.
The other letter is from some
perturbed pacifist.
Dear Corney Corner:
My boy friend's number has
been called in the conscription
lottery. What can I do to help
him?
Sincerely,
Olive Drab
Dear Olive:
As it is now too late to marry
your boy friend to save him
from conscription, I suggest you
knit him a sweater to protect
him from the draft.
Helpfully,
C. Column V

GOING

GOUGH'S
Hartford City,

Indiana
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I

Brown-Trueblood
Inc.

[ UPLAND INSURANCE AGENCY j |
1

Launderers — Dry Cleaners

E. W. LEACH

A

t

j
OCIE V. PUGH Asents
j
j Gen'l Insurance
News Stand j
| Upland

Notary Service

Revival Closes

BOOK WEEK IS COMING!

(Continued from Page 1)

Looking back we find some
valuable "Gems for Thought."
They are all quotations from the
evangelist.
1. "No person is better off
dead than alive unless he has
God.
2. "We can't follow the Golden
Rule unless we have the Author
of it in our heart.
3. "We don't need more power,
we need more of God — the
source of power.
4. "We are not prepared to
live, 'till we are prepared to die.
5. "Whether you walk the
streets of Heaven or down the
dark corridors of damnation,
your ransom has been paid bv
Christ."
You have heard the saying,
"The proof of the pudding is in
the tasting." To apply that lit
erally to the occasion, here are
some quotations from students.
From one of the young ladies
from Ohio: "Thank God for His
unspeakable gift, our Lord Je
sus Christ. Those words ring
out the joyous praise I have in
my heart since Jesus has set me
free. God did more than save
me from past sins. He gave me
a message from on high telling
me His plan for my life. Now I
realize more than ever that
'Prayer Changes Things.' "
One of the young men says:
"I was truly saved a number of
years ago, but in the course of
time I bectime a definite back
slider. Hearing Dr. Turbeville
preach about sanctification, and
the need of walking in the light,
brought me back to my senses.
Thank God I am back in the
right path, and with Christ by
my side, I'll stay there."
From a Pennsylvania girl we
have: "I am so grateful to my
Lord for the work of grace
which He performed in my life
during the first week of our re
vival meetings. He filled me with
His Blessed Holy Spirit in a very;
real way and my heart has been
singing ever since."

Ding-a-ling, Ding-a-ling!!! The
It seems that Coach May had
dining hall bell sounds meaning a little mishap the other evening.
that it is time for the tables to be Apparently in a hurry, R. Edgar
dismissed. Outside it is already tore out of his Ford deLuxe into
dark. The fellows rush up stairs, the girls dorm to have a little
and they are followed leisurely fireside chat with Dean Foust!
by the couples.
Well as usual, a few fun loving
But, there is another group of lads were roving about the Mafellows who stay in the dining gee side and, thus, the coach's car
hall. This is a very small group. became the first object of devil
When that bell sounds for the ment. Leaving the keys in the
dismissal of the tables, these fel ignition switch cooperated per
lows hurriedly get to their feet fectly with their plans, and so
and rush to certain tables. What with a few twists of the wheel,
is this? Are they extra helpers the cream coach was resting
hired by Miss Alford? No! No in peacefully on the far side of the
Brings a message of
deed !! They are the gallant tennis courts.
Good Books and Good Friends
young fellows who call them
After his friendly visit with
selves the better half of certain the Dean, Ray Edgar left the
For twenty-two years, a week in
November hasbeen dedicated to books,
well-known Taylor couples.
parlors expecting to dash away
—to pointing up the importance of good
Ah, did you ever see them to his next place of business.
reading habits for boys and girls and
work? Mr. Jim Miller tears up
encouraging the love of books. BOOK
But — he was missing some
WEEK will begin this year on Sunday,
to Miss Carpenter's table and he- thing. Up and down the campus
November 10 and continue through
comes a veritable whiz as he col
he tramped looking in every
Saturday, November 16. During this
lects the glasses, and helps her in nook and corner for his car.
period our librarians, teachers and
others associated in work with children,
any way that he can. Mr. Don Really, he appeared to be the
parents
or books will rally the com
Miller, no he is no relation to Jim, first appointed campus monitor
munity in observanceof BOO K WEE K.
is getting to be quite experienced of the year.
The _ growing national interest in
these Friday nights as he trucks
education, welfare of youth and mobil
ization for democracy lends added sig
The fun started when a sus
from table to table putting out
nificance to this observance. Books
candles. Then, he obediently and picious gang of fellows walked
play an essential part in education,
gently takes them from their suddenly into the shadows as
both in and out of school. They help to
develop alert and intelligent citizens.
holders and brings them to the the coach appeared. Boy, did
They are "adventure, love, beauty,
boss, Miss Horn.
that ex-half miler from Oberlin
conscience, and the bright, shining
Mr. May is a little different. He leg it after those fellows.
coin of happiness." BOOK WEEK
challenges us to inform ourselves of the
helps a while, but then he gets
But sadly enough most of the
book facilities in our community and
weary, and the rest of the min
to work with those who are trying to
fellows were following his rules
utes that he stays in the hall, he
bring more books within the reach of
of training, and, thus, as they
our
boys and girls.
just talks to the charming Miss
easily outdistanced him, poor
Let BOOK WEEK give you a fresh
Wakefield. You must not forget
Edgar was left puffing on the
start in your reading:see the new books
Mr. Herber who, to be sure, does
in library and bookstore. Plan to visit
steps of the boys' dorm.
not gather things off the table.
the school exhibits and see what is
being done in classrooms to encourage
After all, that is not the only way
He finally found it at 9:30 p.m.
good reading. Give your children the
to help Miss Roseberry. Instead,
companionship of books in your home
he plays lively tunes on the piano,
to help them grow into happy, well
balanced men and women.
Mr. May never got to the kit
and this so peps up the girl that
she quickly is able to take the chen. He was vigorously putting
things off the table. Hrnrn, some his knife on the plate when the
Masquerade
telephone rang. Of course, he
system.
(Continued
from Page 1)
could
not
help
it
that
he
was
Probably as efficient as any
of the male helpers is Mr. Rus suddenly called out on import
ones have a reputation for being
sell who very gingerly and ex ant business.
very original.
pertly helps Miss Shadley. Cer
Mr. Herber still plays. His
And then, what's the way to
tainly, "LYE", as Shad so elo wife gives him Monday off from
end a grand evening? You've
quently calls him, is also a noble doing the dishes for on Monday
T . U. Chorus
guessed it the first time, plenty
and earnest swain trying to put Mr. Herber has to do the wash
(Continued from Page 1)
of "eats". There's plenty of ev
his love into action.
ing. We think his wife is very
erything,
and it's all plenty good,
We cannot help but wonder considerate of him.
too!
ity.
Rehearsals
to
date
have
though at such miraculous ac
Loyal Mr. Russell needs not
If all these things don't add
tions. Let us imagine that we worry. The noted author has a shown a progress which is very
gratifying.
up
to make a real Thalo mas
have slipped a few years into the hired girl to do all the dishes.
The various choruses will querade, why, nothing will!
future. These are probably the After all, he did not mind drying
journey to Manchester on Satur
scenes that we would see.
the dishes, but when his wife day for the final presentation.
We enter Mr. Jim Miller's proceeded to make him do them
They will be entertained Sunday ! A BIRTHDAY CAKE WITH- I
home, and he is working. He all, he just revolted. He turned
morning and afternoon on the
surely is. In fact he is working his energy into the line of writ
wu i AN EARLY
r.,A [\l i ORDER
ummn
j
campus, and then in the evening j OUT
quite hard, but only because his ing, and now he is so famous and the "Messiah" will be presented
wife has powerful persuasive rich that he can afford to hire a in the college auditorium by the j IS LIKE A JOKE WITH- j
tactics. Every time that Jim is girl. See what marvelous divi mass choir.
OUT A POINT
able to slip out of the kitchen, dends it pays to start as a handy
Our own chorus will also pre
(You Don't Get It)
into the living room, and that is man.
sent the "Messiah" with great
very seldom, he is gently brought
Maybe after going through all singing in Shreiner Auditorium
O
back by the loving process of this it is true that "when the December 18 for the benefit of
pulling on his ears. Course, wedding bells ring, romance ends those who will not be privileged |
I
Jim tells everyone at the club and history begins."
to journey to hear the great | The College Store j
that he just loves to do work.
mixed choir sing at Manchester.
In Mr. Don Miller's home we
see a quite different sight. He is !
I
sitting in the living room smiling
"A Bachelor of Arts Dis |i| BECKY'S BEAUTY SHOPPE I
Yours for Service
j
a very wicked smile. If you had
, ! Shampoo & Set
500 f
cusses BOOKS;
I ' j Manicure
350 j
entered the house a few minutes | B. H. TROUT BARBER SHOP j
' | Permanents
$1.50-$6.00 j
before you would have seen Mr. | Upland
A Pork — Butcher Pigs."
Indiana J
PHONE 131
IVfiller very dutifully clearing off
UPLAND
the table. However, after he
j
!
_
A
DON'T BUTCHER YOUR
had broken the third large dish
MINDS —
in a row, the wife realized that it
STUDENTS
| j REALIZE
REAL
EYES j
SELECT YOUR BOOKS
would be better to do them her I For those "College Get-together's" I
AT
THE
self, than to have the beautiful |
I | Dr. W. N. Hamilton I
Get your favorite snacks
|
china set given to her by Aunt S
at
i
OPTOMETRIST
T. U. BOOKSTORE I '
Susie ruined by a clumsy hus ! LATTA'S U BEE SEE STORE \
I
!j j
220 W. Main St.
I Upland
Phone 1092 I
band.
.,«•> : I Hartford City
Phone 85|
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Former Oberlin
Athletic Star
Runs Again

Waitresses Find
Boy Friends Useful
At Table Service
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j

STIEN'S CLOTHING STORE j
Men's and Boy's
j
CLOTHING, SHOES and
j
FURNISHINGS
"High Quality at Low Prices"

| North Side of Square
•

Hartford City |

-

—

Upland Grain Co.
COAL, FEED AND SEED
Upland, Indiana
K. M. Snyder
Phone 41

| {

i

i

j

Equipped for quality and quantity
PRINTING
j
at reasonable prices

j i

Upland Motor Co.

"It's the smile that counts"

'

Authorized Ford Dealer

Dr. C. W. Beck

Quality F o o d

DENTIST

plus

j

REPAIRS;

| Phone 172

STORAGE;

SERVICE

j

Upland, Ind. j
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i

at

i

Showalters' Cash Grocery
UPLAND

I
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j

First National Bank Building
Hartford City
Phone 25

INDIANA

I
I

j

Quality Printing at Reasonable
Prices

T. U. PRESS
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I
j

jWillman Lumber Co.!
{ Phone 211
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i

| A. D. FREESE 6- SON j
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Seniors Lead First
Round of Touch
Football Race

SPORTS
PALAVER
by

The Duhe

The Senior bunch inaugurated
the touch football league with a
bang when they drubbed the
Basketball practice has started, Sophs 20-0 last Tuesday after
and the boys have been working noon. The Seniors exhibited a
hard to get in condition for the superior passing attach since
coining winter hardwood session. three of their touchdowns were
Although Odle, Scott, Skinner, made via the air route. Don
and Gividen are beginning to Miller did the hurling and "Redround into form, everything has horse" Swearingen and Lee did
not been going smoothly for the the receiving. Lee uncorked a
veterans, largely because Tobin s i x t v yard run in the second half
has sprained his ankle and Yag- afte, receiving a perfect pass
gy is a hit under the weather as from Don Miller. Miller tossed
a result of losing a couple molars the pigskin for two more six
in a collision. Heading the list pointers with "Redhorse" gath
of new prospects is Boh Briggs, ering in the oval and romping
former Gas City High School on to pay dirt. The Sophomore
star
he is as slick as a whistle. air and running attack was
Others showing up well are squelched by the superlative de
Pumphreys, Klingman, Hayes, fensive work of the Senior backMeld and the constant rushing of
and V. Miller.
their heavy line. The Upper
classmen were in trouble only
Former T. U. athletes are heonce when the Sophs advanced
ginning to make names for
the hall to the ten yard strip.
themselves in the coaching field.
On Wednesday the Freshmen
Art Howard, of course, has been
and
the Juniors met for their
coaching for quite some time,
and he is starting his fifth year initial encounter, and fought to
as a college coach this year at a scoreless tie. This fracus could
he described as a drab, unevent
Huntington College.
ful game, with few spectacular
runs of passes completed. DitThen in high school circles,
mer showed the best running
Paul Stuart and Jim Als- ability among the freshmen ag
paugh are about to inaugurate
gregation, while Bontrager and
their seasons with games in the Krushwitz led the Junior at
near future.
Under Stuart's tach.
leadership Poling High School
The Seniors so far seem to
established its best record in its possess the best all around com
history last year.
bination and they should tri
umph over every contestant by
The seniors have started what a goodly number of points. But,
looks like a march to the school J upsets can always happen, es
touch football championship. pecially in football.
With Ernie Lee, Litten, and
Swearingen snagging Miller's
hulls-eye passes, the aerial game Cross Country Team
of the dignified upper classmen
was enough to down the hapless In Two Meets
sophomores, but these boys were
The Taylor University Cross
not satisfied with just a success
ful overhead game, so they Country team met the Indiana
rubbed it in by making large Central Greyhounds and the
gains behind Ritchie, Wilcox, Earlham Quakers in their first
and Bauer and company's inter two encounters this season.
ference. The game ended 20 to
The run at Earlham was
(I.
staged between the halves of the
Earlham-Swarthemore football
The racing classic of the year game. Three runners of the Ma
was staged October the 27th, roon and White breasted the
when a local boy's snappy V-8 tape before Larry Brown, a fresh
came in second best to the finish man from the Dairy state, crossed
line in front of the girl's dorm. the line for Taylor's first score.
It was a good race, and the V-8 Stabenow, Hayes, and Rehling
gave all it had, but it was just followed Brown to the tape. The
up against a foe that was too final count ran
Earlham 17,
tough. Why, of course, who else Taylor 35.
could have beaten it hut the Blue
One week later, Indiana Cen
Streak?
tral's Jim Miller carried away
first honors, followed by a host
Congratulations are in order of other Greyhound runners
for Mr. Harley Martin, assistant running the score to 15-40 in
intra-mural director for his vic their behalf. Stabenow, Rehling
tory in the horse shoe tourna and Brown garnered the forty
ment. In the finals he eked out points for the Trojans.
a close victory over Clark, last
The captain of the cross coun
year champion.
try team this year is Connie
Rehling from Attica, Indiana.
Peg Miller looks to be well on He was elected at the opening of
her way to retain the girls' ten the current season. Connie has
nis
championship.
In
two thus far been harassed by a
matches to date she has not lost wrenched knee causing his speed
a game.
to be greatly reduced.
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Butterscotch
Cookies
They're really swell!
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Bob Wilcox, Campus Rep.

Taylor Net Squad Takes on Form Pointing
To New Season of Successful Basketball

!

in

Rep.—The College Store

Litten Retains
Tennis Title;
Yount Runner-up

Now that baseball has come ber Leo's classy performance
and gone and we are looking for during the second game played
ward for a bright future in bas in the Maytag.
Diminuitive Bobby Litten, suc
ketball, what do you say we take
A tall, rangy-looking farmer cessfully defended " his title as
a glimpse of some of our old and bends at the knees, squints
new basketeers who hope to go through his mask, releases the tennis champion of the school
great guns for the Trojans this sphere in a long reaching shot — when he defeated Jimmy Yount
in the final round. The score by
year.
the cords snap. Without a sec sets: 6-1; 6-3; 6-4.
Our scene takes place in the ond look we know it is "Old
Surviving the quarter finals
Maytag gymnasium on any after Tob." Tobin, when he hustles,
noon around four o'clock.
breaks into the scoring column were barnstormers Bobby Briggs
Givi dribbles by. We watch often, and he can really bog down (a smooth performer from Gas
City), Jimmy Yount (the red
him. A flip of the wrist sends the defense around the circle.
the pill in a long reaching arch
"Hillbilly" Hayes from West headed lad from the Smoky
and then as the hall knives the Virginia is another freshman City), Jakey Seibold (a hard
net, he follows and with neat prospect. We watch him also. He slamming upstart from Middletiming, gently spanks it hack bends low, then with a quick town), and Bobby Litten (the de
through the hoop. Gividen is a jump unlooses the leather in a fending champion).
crack ballhandler, his passes be sweetheart of an arch. "Hillbilly,"
In the semi-finals, while Yount
ing unerringly accurate. Though when used to Indiana style will disposed of Seibold 3-6; 7-5; 6-2,
diminutive in size, Givi gets all be right in there with the lead Litten put the sturdy legs of
honors on his backguard defen ers.
Briggs through a creaking work
sive play.
Down at the far end, we see out before winning 6-2 ;3-6; 6-1.
Pidge grasps a new ball, drib another tall lanky kid, attired in The encounter between Seibold
bles to the charity line, then leaps a green uniform. He doesn't look and Yount was postponed at the
high and releases his pet toss; as if he could play marbles. But end of the second set and con
that being a high looping one- watch him on the defense. Those tinued the following day. Yount
hander that drops through the long arms stop anything that apparently fresh, put away Jakey
cords regularly. Don is known comes near. What is his name? in nothing flat.
for his tricky, breezy style and Why, meet Ken Mott — a fresh
The final match was an inter
his fakes enable him to drive man from Fairmount.
esting one to watch. Both boys
wide open under the hoop. As a
A loud looking pair of white are extremely careful with their
result, Odle is the best point shoes and a neat looking uniform slams, and, thus the encounter
getter on the hardwood.
turn our attention for the mo was expected to be a see-saw,
Scotty takes a pass in the cor ment to Chick Klingman a cast back and forth battle. The
ner, bends at the knees, launches away from Olivet College in Illi courts were damp in places but
the ball toward the hoop and zip nois. Chick is deadly with those as a whole they were in good
the cords are left quivering. one-handers on the right side of shape. Bobby was the hot num
"Bud" is our tall lanky center. the hoop. By mid-year, mark my ber. He slammed and spectacu
Along with Givi he takes every words, he'll be in there regular larly rammed his way to a de
thing off the banking boards ex lycisive win. Yount remarked after
cept the paint. Scott plays the
We even have a minister as a the match, "That Litten boy was
ball off the defensive backboard fine prospect. He is about six really hot today. He returned
and feeds a couple of fast mov foot three inches tall, graceful even the impossible ones."
ing forwards.
in his actions and an accurate
To Bob Litten again goes the
Yaggy's hook shot is a peach. shot at long range. You'll see him tennis crown. Much credit how
Phil fakes bounces to the side at the games. His name is ever should be given to the run
and grasping the ball in the "Pump" Pumphries.
ner-up Jimmy Yount, who gave
crook of his arm, smoothly tosses
We have attempted in a few the winner a good run for his
it over his head toward the rim. short paragraphs to characterize money! We hail the champ.
Phil is working beautifully with the best of our basketeers.
the apparent first five. His hook When the season comes around
shot is almost impossible to turn out and yell your heads I A better variety of potted plants |
and cut flowers.
j
block, and it is a sensation when off for these the members of the
made.
| ATKINSON GREENHOUSE j
Taylor Net Squad.
From the far side of the floor,
(Ed. Note) — Don't forget
a high lazily arched shot grazes i "Wee" Miller is on that basket j The students patronage will be j
|
appreciated.
j
the beams and crashes through ball squad. He will probably be
the net with a loud swish. This doing a lot more at that gym
shot of course characterizes Bob than just spinning a baton.
by Briggs, Taylor's best prospect
among the new students. Briggs
t Modern Miiundry
NEW "T" CLUB MEMBERS
is a smooth passer, shifty drib
bler, and a sharp shooter at long
The eight new members and
i /l^'
\L/xsrryiiAs/l
range. Remember, we had him the sport that they represent are:
picked for the first five.
Leo Sands, basketball and base
A red pair of trunks with the ball; Henry Tobin, basketball;
[
number thirteen inscribed on the Connie Rehling, cross country; | ') ydarivn'i Zeroed and leii
j
right leg focuses our eye on Leo John Hunt, basketball; Walter
Sands, scrappy little forward of i Ivruzwitz, baseball; Otto Hood,
Esther Prosser j
last year second five. The boys I track; Verner Miller, baseball; |John Bontrager
from Anderson will long remem , and Harry Van Meter, cross coun |
Noble Swearingen
try.

\

I
j
I
j

HIRSCH'S JEWELRY &
GIFT SHOP
Hartford City, Ind.
WATCH AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

|

|
j

FOR
{ GIFTS,

j

i
|

faithfully

! Battery Service
Greasing I
j
Tires Repaired
j "No Job Too Big or Too Small" j

1941

NOVELTIES,

AND j

INFANTS WEAR
STOP AND SHOP
at the

f

i

j

Upland, Indiana
"Were the whole realm of nature mine
That were a present far too small;
Love so amazing, so divine,
Demands my soul, my life, my all."

{

IDEAL SHOP
|South Side of Square

j

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

!I

!

"The Supreme Challenge"

Hartford City

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

HOTEL BARBER SHOP
C. A. RUSSELL
MONDAY, THURSDAY
8:00 a. m. - 5:00 p. m.
TUES., WED., and FRI.
8:00 a. m. - 7:00 p. m.

Extols the Cross

Honors Youth

Reveres Its Christ

Loves Youth

Worships the Father

Believes in Youth

Welcomes the Holy Spirit

Invites Youth

UNITES THE TWO

SATURDAY
8:00 a. m. - 9:00 p. m.
East Side of Square

Hartford City

—Your Effective Christian College

